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A New Approach to Construct Virtual Array With
Increased Degrees of Freedom for

Moving Sparse Arrays
Shuang Li and Xiao-Ping Zhang , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this letter, a novel approach to construct virtual
array is proposed by exploiting synthetic aperture technology and
the concept of difference coarray for sparse arrays. First, we prove
that the proposed method can increase the degrees of freedom
(DOF) of an arbitrary moving sparse array threefold. Therefore,
the maximal number of resolvable sources for direction-of-arrival
(DOA) estimation is tripled as well. Furthermore, we prove that
the difference coarray of synthetic arrays is a hole-free uniform
linear array (ULA) if the difference coarray of original arrays
is hole-free. Therefore, for ULA based DOA estimation methods,
better performance can be achieved by fully employing all elements
in the difference coarray of synthetic arrays. In addition, unlike
the dilated nested array method, which enlarges the intersensor
spacing of nested arrays threefold to triple DOF, the proposed
method does not need to increase array aperture physically. Thus
it is more practical to mount a sensor array on a moving platform
when taking space limitation into consideration. Simulation results
are given to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method.

Index Terms—Sparse arrays, degrees of freedom (DOF), virtual
arrays, moving arrays, direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

ARRAY signal processing plays a vital role in various
applications such as radar [1], sonar [2] and source local-

ization [3]–[5]. The utilization of sensor arrays enables us easily
to extract source profiles such as direction-of-arrival (DOA). In
array processing society, virtual array design is always a hot
topic due to the ability to detect more sources than sensors. In
the past decades, several typical methods have been proposed
to construct virtual arrays including augmented matrix meth-
ods [6]–[8], cumulant-based methods [9]–[11], Khatri-Rao (KR)
methods [12] and synthetic aperture methods [13]–[15].

By employing redundancy of covariance matrix of uniform
linear arrays (ULAs), the augmented matrix based methods
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construct an augmented covariance matrix to perform DOA
estimation [6]–[8]. However, the methods are based on minimum
redundancy arrays (MRAs) [16], which have no closed-form
expression for array geometry. Generally, computer search is
needed to find sensor positions. Thus, these methods are im-
practical especially for a large number of sensors.

Through the use of high order statistics, the cumulant-based
methods can construct a large virtual array and significantly
increase degrees of freedom (DOF) [9]–[11]. However, the
cumulant-based methods are inapplicable for Gaussian sources.
Besides, these approaches suffer from high computational cost.

The KR-based method is one of the most commonly used
ways to obtain virtual arrays nowadays [12], [17]. In KR space,
a difference coarray is obtained so that DOF can be increased
substantially. Inspired by the concept of difference coarray,
several types of sparse arrays have been proposed to further
increase DOF or mitigate mutual coupling including co-prime
arrays (CPAs) [18]–[20], nested arrays (NAs) [17], super nested
arrays [21], [22], augmented nested arrays (ANAs) [23], im-
proved nested arrays [24], generalized nested arrays [25], MISC
arrays [26] and Cantor arrays [27]. These sparse arrays achieve
much more DOF than ULAs.

In many cases, sensor arrays are placed on a moving platform.
For example, a group of hydrophones, also known as towed
arrays, are towed behind a ship or submarine to detect other ships
or marine animals [28]. For moving arrays, virtual arrays can be
constructed by utilizing synthetic aperture technology [13]–[15].

Recently, synthetic aperture technology and difference coar-
ray concept are combined to yield a larger virtual ULA when
sparse arrays move [29]–[33]. In [29]–[31], the missing elements
of the difference coarray of a CPA are filled in order to obtain
a fully filled ULA through several synthetic steps. In [32],
[33], consecutive spatial correlation lags for certain types of
sparse arrays are derived through one synthetic step. Since some
missing holes in the difference coarray are filled, a larger ULA
is obtained in [29]–[33]. Consequently, the number of sources
that can be identified is increased. However, there are two issues.
First, the DOF increase is quite limited. Especially for the sparse
arrays that already have hole-free difference coarrays such as
NAs, DOF is only increased by 2. Second, all existing methods
on a moving platform can only increase DOF for certain types of
sparse arrays but not for all. In [34], to deal with the first problem,
the dilated NAs have been proposed by enlarging the intersensor
spacing of NAs threefold. Accordingly, DOF is tripled as well.
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However, the second issue still exists. Furthermore, on a moving
platform, it is usually impractical to increase the intersensor
spacing threefold due to space limitation.

In this letter, a novel approach to construct virtual array for
a moving array is proposed to tackle the two issues above.
First, we prove that the proposed method can triple DOF for
an arbitrary sparse array through a single synthetic step. Thus,
the maximal number of detectable sources is increased threefold
as well. Moreover, we prove that the difference coarray of
synthetic arrays is a hole-free ULA if the difference coarray
of original arrays is hole-free. Therefore, for ULA based DOA
estimation methods, better performance can be achieved by fully
employing all elements in the difference coarray of synthetic
arrays. Besides, unlike the dilated NAs method, which triples the
intersensor spacing of NAs, the proposed method does not need
to increase the interelement spacing of sparse arrays. Therefore,
it is more feasible to mount a sparse array on any moving
platform due to space limitation. Simulation results show that
the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art method
in [33].

In the letter, the superscript “T ” denotes the transpose of a
vector or a matrix. The minimum and maximum elements of a
set N are denoted by min(N) and max(N), respectively.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the scenario that K far-field narrowband sources
impinge on a sparse array with M sensors and underlying
intersenosr spacing d. The position of the i-th sensor is denoted
by nid, where ni is an integer. The array is assumed to move
at a slow speed v along the direction of layout of the sparse
array so that the DOAs of the sources θ = [θ1, . . . , θK ]T can
be considered unchanged during a short processing time. Let
x(t) = [x1(t), . . . , xM (t)]T denote the array output at time
t, where xi(t) is the received signal of the i-th sensor, i =
1, . . . ,M . Then, x(t) can be expressed as [33]

x(t) = As(t) +w(t), (1)

where A = [a(θ̄1), . . . ,a(θ̄K)] denotes the array manifold
matrix, a(θ̄k) = [exp(−j2πn1θ̄k), . . . , exp(−j2πnM θ̄k)]

T

is the steering vector, θ̄k = d sin(θk)/λ refers to the
normalized DOA of the k-th source, λ represents
the wavelength of the narrowband sources, s(t) =
[s1(t) exp(−j2πvtθ̄1/d), . . . , sK(t) exp(−j2πvtθ̄K/d]T is the
source vector and w(t) = [w1(t), . . . , wM (t)]T stands for the
noise vector received by sensors, respectively.

At time t+ τ , where τ denotes a time interval, the received
signal vector becomes

x(t+ τ) = As(t+ τ) +w(t+ τ). (2)

Let Ā = [ā(θ̄1), ā(θ̄2), . . . , ā(θ̄K)] with

ā(θ̄k) = a(θ̄k) exp(−j2πvτ θ̄k/d). (3)

Under the assumption of narrowband sources, we can obtain

x̄(t) = Ās(t) + w̄(t), (4)

where x̄(t) = x(t+ τ) exp(−j2πfτ) and w̄(t) = w(t+
τ) exp(−j2πfτ). Compared (4) with (1), x̄(t) behaves like the

received signal vector of a new array, which is the shifted version
of the physical array with a displacement of vτ .

Combining (1) and (4), yields the synthetic received signal

y(t) =

[
x(t)
x̄(t)

]
= Bs(t) + v(t), (5)

where B = [b(θ̄1), b(θ̄2), . . . , b(θ̄K)] with b(θ̄k) =
[aT (θ̄k), ā

T (θ̄k)]
T denotes the array manifold matrix of

the synthetic array and v(t) = [wT (t), w̄T (t)]T represents the
measured noise of the synthetic array, respectively. According
to the steering vector b(θ̄), the synthetic array is composed of
the original physical array and its shifted version. Note that
the difference coarray of the synthetic array can be obtained to
further increase DOF in the KR space [12], [17].

Here, the problem is to choose τ to obtain a hole-free differ-
ence coarray with high DOF for DOA estimation, or at least, to
gain a large contiguous part around origin, i.e., a large central
ULA in the difference coarray of the synthetic array.

III. THE PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION METHOD

For simplicity, we use the set of ni, which represents the posi-
tion of i-th sensor, to denote the sensor array after normalized by
underlying intersensor spacing d. Therefore, the physical array
can be denoted by N = {n1, n2, . . . , nM}.

For a sparse array N = {ni|ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ M}, its difference
coarray is defined as [17], [21], [35]

D = {ni − nj |i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M}. (6)

We use the set U to denote the largest contiguous part around
zero in the difference coarray D[21], i.e.,

U : the largest ULA around zero in D. (7)

U = D if the sparse array has a hole-free difference coarray. The
numbers of sensors in D and U are termed DOF and uniform
DOF (uDOF), respectively [21].

In order to significantly increase uDOF, in this letter, we
propose to choose the array synthesis time τ that satisfies

τ = Dd/v = (2P + 1)d/v, (8)

where P is given by the maximum integer in U , i.e.,

P = maxU . (9)

Note that D = 2P + 1 is exactly the number of elements in
U , which is uDOF of the sparse array. The uDOF decides the
number of sources that can be identified when using typical ULA
based methods [36], [37] to perform DOA estimation.

Plugging (8) into (3), we obtain the shifted array of N with a
displacement vτ = (2P + 1)d as

N̄ = {n̄i|n̄i = ni + 2P + 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ M}. (10)

Since the synthetic array is a union set of N and N̄, it can be
expressed as

S = N ∪ N̄. (11)

Then, we have the following theorem regarding the uDOF.
Theorem 1: Given a sparse array N = {ni|ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ M}

and its shifted array N̄ = {n̄i|n̄i = ni + 2P + 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ M}
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generated by τ in (8), the difference coarray of S = N ∪ N̄ has
a large contiguous part around zero, i.e., a ULA with 6P + 3
elements ranging from −(3P + 1) to 3P + 1.

Proof: First, according to the known conditions on P , the
physical array N has a ULA with elements from −P to P in
its difference coarray. It indicates for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M and p =
−P,−P + 1, . . . , P , we can find a pair (i, j) such that

ni − nj = p, p = −P,−P + 1, . . . , P. (12)

In the synthetic array S, for any ni, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , we can find
a corresponding n̄i such that

ni = n̄i − (2P + 1), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (13)

Substituting (13) into (12), leads to

n̄i − nj = p+ 2P + 1, p = −P,−P + 1, . . . , P. (14)

Note that p+ 2P + 1 ranges from P + 1 to 3P + 1 when p
varies from −P to P . Thus, (14) indicates that the difference
coarray of the synthetic array S has a ULA with elements
between P + 1 and 3P + 1.

Moreover, according to (12) and (14), we deduce that the
difference coarray of S has no hole at the range from 0 to 3P + 1.
Due to the symmetric property, we conclude that the difference
coarray of S has a ULA with 6P + 3 elements from −(3P + 1)
to 3P + 1. Thus, Theorem 1 has been proven. �

Remark 1: From Theorem 1, the number of sensors in the
largest ULA of the difference array is 6P + 3 = 3D. Thus, by
leveraging array motion, uDOF is increased threefold.

Remark 2: Theorem 1 is applicable for arbitrary sparse ar-
rays including CPAs, NAs, ANAs, MRAs and so forth.

Remark 3: Sincemax(S)−min(S) = max(N)−min(N)
+ 2P + 1, the aperture of the virtual coarray is
2(max(S)−min(S)) = Af + 4P + 2, where Af =
2(max(N)−min(N)) denotes the aperture of the difference
coarray of N. The effective aperture of difference coarray,
which is the aperture of the largest ULA in the difference
coarray, has increased from 2P to 6P + 2.

Remark 4: The DOF of the synthetic array S depends on the
corresponding sparse array N. Define two integer subsets of D,
i.e., Z1 and Z2, which include the elements of D in the range
[P + 2, 3P + 1] and [3P + 2,+ inf), respectively. The numbers
of sensors in Z1 and Z2 are Q1 and Q2, respectively. According
to the proof of Theorem 1, the elements in Z1 and Z2 produce
the corresponding Q1 and Q2 elements in the difference coarray
of S. Note that the corresponding Q1 elements in the difference
coarray of S may overlap with the elements in Z2. Let Q3 be
the number of overlapped sensors in Z2. Then, the DOF of S is
6P + 3 + 2(Q1 + 2Q2 −Q3).

In summary, for a sparse array N, the method of the virtual
array construction is given as follows.

(S1) Use (6) to compute D;
(S2) Find the largest central ULA in D, i.e., U ;
(S3) Obtain P by using (9);
(S4) Obtain the shifted array N̄ by exploiting (10);
(S5) Use (11) to obtain the synthetic array S;
(S6) At last, the virtual array is obtained by computing the

difference coarray of the synthetic array S.

Fig. 1. An example of Theorem 1. (a) a sparse array, (b) the difference coarray
of the sparse array, (c) the synthetic array, (d) the difference coarray of the
synthetic array. In the synthetic array, black circles denote physical sensors
while yellow circles denote synthesizing sensors. The uDOF that the proposed
method achieves is tripled compared to that of the sparse array.

To show the method of the virtual array construction, we
give an example in Fig. 1. The physical array {0, 1, 3, 7} and
its difference coarray D = {0,±1,±2,±3,±4,±6,±7} are
shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), respectively. Then we have
U = {0,±1,±2,±3,±4}. So P = max(U) = 4 and D = 9.
Next, we obtain its synthetic array {0, 1, 3, 7, 9, 10, 12, 16},
shown in Fig. 1(c). Eventually, the difference coarray of the
synthetic array is acquired, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Note that the
difference coarray of the synthetic array has a ULA with 27
sensors from -13 to 13. Thus, uDOF is tripled.

Corollary 1: Given a sparse array N = {ni|ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ M}
and its shifted array N̄ = {n̄i|n̄i = ni + 2P + 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ M}
generated by τ in (8), the difference coarray of the synthetic array
S = N ∪ N̄ is a hole-free ULA if N has a hole-free difference
coarray.

Proof: Assume min(N) = 0. Since the difference coarray
of N is hole-free, we obtain U = D. It indicates max(D) =
max(N) = P . According to Theorem 1, the difference coarray
of S has a ULA with 6P + 3 sensors ranging from−(3P + 1) to
3P + 1. Meanwhile, for S, we havemin(S) = 0 andmax(S) =
max(N) + 2P + 1 = 3P + 1. It implies that there is no element
beyond the range [−(3P + 1), 3P + 1] in the difference coarray
of S. Thus, Corollary 1 has been proven. �

Corollary 1 is useful in that if we expect to obtain a uniform
linear coarray what we need to do is only to choose a sparse
array whose difference coarray is hole-free.

Note that the distance that sparse arrays need to traverse
in our method is (2P + 1)d. Thus, the integer P and the
number of sensors cannot be too large such that the DOA
can be assumed unchanged. The specific value P depends on
applications. Here, we give an example to show how large the
integer P can be. Consider that a far-field acoustic source with
f = 1.5 kHz impinges on a towed array in an ocean. Assume
that the source-receiver range r = 2 km and the allowable DOA
change amountΔ = 1◦. The propagation speed of acoustic wave
is 1500 m/s. Then the maximal moving distance can be approxi-
mated as πrΔ/180 ≈ 34.9m. We have d = λ/2 = 0.5m. Thus,
we obtain the maximum P = 34. It is large enough for many
applications since the sparse arrays used in those applications
do not have a large number of sensors in practice considering
computational complexity and hardware cost.

To form synthetic array snapshots, the synthesis time τ should
not exceed the signal coherence time, which is defined as the time
by which the signal becomes uncorrelated. It has been shown that
the theoretical coherence time can be up to tens of minutes [31],
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TABLE I
THE UDOF FOR DIFFERENT CASES AND ARRAYS. THE PROPOSED METHOD

TRIPLES UDOF BY EXPLOITING ARRAY MOTION

[38]. We assume v = 2 m/s in the above example. Thus, the
maximal synthesis time is τ = (2P + 1)d/v = 17.25 s, which
is much shorter than the theoretical coherence time. Hence, the
proposed method is feasible in practice.

The idea of the selection of τ is inspired by Cantor array [27],
which is defined recursively as the union set of two identical
shorter Cantor arrays with the distance of array aperture. How-
ever, the differences between our method and the Cantor array
method are as follows. First, Cantor array is physically con-
structed while our synthetic array is synthesized by exploiting
array motion. Second, the difference coarray of a Cantor array
is hole-free whereas that of the sparse array in the letter does
not have to be hole-free. Third, in addition to Cantor arrays, the
sparse array in the proposed method can be other linear array
structures such as CPAs and NAs.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, numerical examples are given to demonstrate
the superiority of the proposed method. We compare the pro-
posed method to the state-of-the-art method in [33] for different
arrays with six sensors including a CPA, an NA, an ANA, an
MISC array and an MRA, which are given as follows.

CPA:{0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9}; NA: {0, 1, 2, 3, 7, 11};
ANA: {0, 1, 3, 7, 11, 12}; MRA:{0, 1, 6, 9, 11, 13};
MISC array:{0, 1, 2, 6, 10, 13}.
First, the uDOF of these arrays for different scenarios are

given in Table I, where the second column (“Static”) represents
the uDOF of physical arrays without exploiting array motion.
According to Table I, the proposed method tripes uDOF by
employing array motion. In contrast, the method in [33] only
increases uDOF by a small number. Especially for NAs, ANAs,
MISC arrays and MRAs, the number is only 2.

Then, the spatial spectra of the two methods for different
arrays are depicted in Fig. 2 by using coarray MUSIC [36],
where we consider that all sparse arrays are moving at speed
v = 2 m/s, impinged by K = 9 narrowband sources with f =
3 kHz. The sources are corrupted by Gaussian noise with
SNR = 0 dB and uniformly distributed over θ̄ = [−0.2, 0.2].
We compare the two methods over the same observed period,
i.e., T/(2fs) +DMd/v = 3.4 s, where T = 400 is the number
of snapshots used in the proposed method, the sampling rate
fs = 8 kHz, the uDOF of the MRADM = 27 and the intersensor
spacing d = λ/2 = 0.25 m. It means that the method in [33]
can use 27200 snapshots. It can be seen that the method in [33]
shown in blue in Fig. 2 fails to detect all sources for all arrays.
In contrast, for all arrays, the proposed method shown in red in
Fig. 2 can identify all sources clearly. In one word, the proposed
method outperforms the method in [33]. This is because the

Fig. 2. Spatial spectra of the proposed method and the method in [33] for (a)
CPA, (b) NA, (c) ANA, (d) MRA. The dotted vertical lines mark real directions.
The method in [33] shown in blue fails to detect all sources for these sparse
arrays while the proposed method shown in red can identify all sources clearly.

Fig. 3. RMSEs versus SNR for different arrays. For the same array, the
proposed method achieves lower errors compared to the method in [33].

proposed method achieves much more uDOF than the method
in [33] as illustrated in Table I.

Finally, the root mean square errors (RMSEs) of the pro-
posed method and the method in [33] for different arrays are
plotted in Fig. 3 by averaging 300 trials when SNR varies
from −4 dB to 12 dB with step 2 dB. All parameters are kept
unchanged with the previous one except the source directions
θ̄ = {−0.4,−0.14, 0.04, 0.1, 0.25, 0.38}. It can be seen that for
the same array, the proposed method achieves lower errors
compared to the method in [33]. For the same method, the least
error is achieved by the MRA, followed by the NA and finally
the CPA. This is consistent with their uDOF shown in Table I.
In general, higher uDOF leads to better performance.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a new method to construct virtual arrays is
proposed for moving sparse arrays. First, we prove that the
proposed method triples DOF for arbitrary sparse arrays. Thus,
the maximal number of detectable sources for DOA estimation
is increased threefold. Moreover, we prove that the difference
coarray of synthetic arrays is a hole-free ULA if the difference
coarray of original arrays is hole-free. Hence, better DOA es-
timation performance can be obtained for ULA based methods
by fully exploiting all sensors in the difference coarray. Simu-
lation results demonstrate that the proposed method can detect
more sources and achieve higher resolution than state-of-the-art
methods.
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